This paper is one of the researches to characterize and identify the architectural theory of Rudolph Schindler. This paper is intended to derive the character of Schindler's 'Recognition of Age' through investigating the contents, types and their transformation of his architectural theoretical writings according to their referred themes. Analysis deals with 9 writings and derives followings points. Schindler's assertions on the 'Recognition of Age' can be categorized in three phases. In first phase, Schindler discussed most of contents regarding 'Recognition of Age.' In second phase, Schindler mainly discussed the diversity between civilization and culture. As for civilization, Schindler regarded it as equal to machine age, functionalism, and international style. And he acclaimed culture as his architectural goal. In final phase, Schindler kept his assertions of second phase. Schindler also asserted the importance of region, history, and individuality of architecture through criticizing the main stream of the modern architecture. This assertion can be regarded as one of the criticism of modern architecture in the modern age. �
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